We consider a hierarchical pinning model introduced by B.Derrida, V.Hakim and J.Vannimenus which undergoes a localization/delocalization phase transition. This model depends on two parameters b and s. We show that in the particular case where b = s, the disorder is weakly relevant, in the sense that at any given temperature, the quenched and the annealed critical points coincide. This is in contrast with the case where b = s.
Model
The model we consider in this note can be interpreted either as an infinite dimensional system or as a pinning model on a hierarchical lattice. For convenience, we will mainly choose to stick to the latter interpretation. We refer to [3] where this model was introduced and to [9] for the latter interpretation.
We consider a family of iid random variables (ω n ) n 0 with common law P verifying M (β) := E[exp(βω 1 )] < ∞ (1.1) for all positive β. We also consider positive integers b, s 2. For b s and (β, h) ∈ R + ×R, we are interested in a system of recursions (R (i) n ) n 0,i 1 defined by:
for n, i ∈ N where the random variables (R Figure 1 . Given b, s natural numbers ( here, b = 3, s = 2), we build a diamond iteratively: at each step, one replaces every bound by b branches consisting of s bounds. A trajectory of the process in a diamond lattice at level n is a path connecting the two extreme poles; we singled out one trajectory (which we denote by L) using a thick line. At level n, each trajectory is made of s n bounds and there are Nn trajectories, which satisfy N0 = 1, Nn+1 = bN s n . A simple random walk at level n is the uniform measure over the Nn trajectories. A special trajectory L with vertices labeled d0, . . . , dsn is chosen and marked by a dashed line, we call it the wall boundary. The pinning model is then built by rewarding or penalizing the trajectories according to their energy in the standard statistical mechanics fashion and the partition function of such a model is therefore given by R (1) n in (1.5). It is easy, and detailed in [3] how to extract from this recursive construction the recursion (1.2).
where for every n 0, r n = E R (1) n .
It is clear that for every n ∈ N, the variables R 
n can be interpreted as the partition function of the hierarchical pinning model with bond disorder at step n.
The model we consider may be viewed as a hierarchical version of pinning models, to which a big amount of litterature has been devoted in the past couple of years (see [4] - [5] for recent reviews).
It has first been introduced in [3] [Section 4.2], where the partition function R n is defined as:
where (S i ) i=0,...,s n is a simple random walk on a hierarchical diamond lattice with growth parameter b and P n is the expectation with respect to the law of S. The labels d 0 , . . . , d s n are the labels of the vertices of a particular path L that has been singled out and that we call the wall in the sequel. The construction of diamond lattices and a graphical description of the model are detailed in Figure 1 and its caption. This model, and the closely site disorder hierarchical pinning model, has been extensively studied from a mathematical perspective in [6] , in [7] and in [8] ; in particular it is well known that, for s > b, the limit lim N →∞ 1 s N log R N := F (β, h) exists almost surely and in L 1 (P), and we call this limit the free energy of the system. Note that F (β, ·) is convex and increasing. We define the critical point of the system:
For an interpretation of h c (β) as the transition point between a delocalized and a localized phase (h < h c (β) and h > h c (β), respectively) we refer to [3] and [6] .
Our aim in this note is to deal with the (missing) case b = s; we show in particular that the transition is of infinite order, in the sense that close to its critical point, the annealed free energy of the system vanishes faster than any power of h. Then we prove that in this particular case, at all temperatures, the critical values in the quenched and annealed models coincide, which is in contrast with the case where s > b.
2 The case b = s.
When b = s, our basic recursion (1.2) reads:
The next result is the analogue of Theorem 1.1 of [6] , whose proof is immediately adapted to the b = s case.
Theorem 2.1. The limit 1/s n log R (1) n exists P(dω) almost surely and in L 1 (P), it is almost surely constant and non-negative. The function (β, h) → F (β, h + log(M (β)) is convex and F (β, ·) is non-decreasing and convex. These properties are inherited from
The next result quantifies the fact that at criticality, the annealed free energy vanishes faster than any power of h. We stress that in the generic case where s > b, it is shown in [6] [Theorem 1.2] that the critical exponent of the system is equal to log(s)−log(b) log(s)
, and hence Theorem 2.2 is the natural counterpart of this result.
is real analytic on the whole real line. Moreover, h c (0) = 0 and there exists c > 1 such that for all h ∈ (0, 1), one has
A remarkable feature of these models is the fact that in the particular case where b = s, in analogy with the disordered pinning model with loop exponent one which has been treated in [1] (and rededuced in [2] [Corollary 1.7] via large deviation arguments), one can show that the quenched critical point and the annealed one coincide for any given β 0. We note that the equality of these critical points fails at least at low temperature as soon as s > b and the ω i 's are unbounded random variables (see [6] 
Proofs.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The proof is close to the one in [6] [Theorem 1.2]. We first define the useful notation F (β, ε) := F (β, h) where ε := e h − 1.
Then we consider a > 0 verifying F (0, a) = 1 (which is possible because of the convexity and monotonicity of F (β, ·)) and we define the sequence (a n ) n 0 by a 0 = a and a n+1 = (sa n + 1)
One readily realizes that, on the one hand a n → 0 as n → ∞, and on the other hand s F (0, a n+1 ) = F (a n ); as a consequence, F (0, a n ) = 1/s n .
We claim that a n ∼ 2 (s−1)n as n → ∞. For this, noting that the sequence (a n ) n 0 satisfies:
we get that a n ∼ a n+1 . Hence the sequence v n = 1/a n verifies
and thus v n ∼ (s − 1)n/2 as n → ∞. From this we deduce that there exists c > 0 such that
Finally we get that for all n and all ε ∈ [a n , a n+1 ], one has:
which ends the proof.
Our proof of Theorem 2.3 is closely related to the one of [1] in the non-hierarchical pinning case. Namely, we bound F (β, h) from below by restricting the partition function to paths which visit the defect wall L exclusively in good n-diamonds; roughly speaking, good diamonds are diamonds such that the partition function restricted to this diamond is large enough. It turns out that we can prove that the cardinality of these good n-diamonds has positive density as N → ∞.
In what follows, we consider A n an n-diamond, that is a diamond obtained from the construction described in Figure 1 after n steps. For k < n, we numerate the successive
) of A intersecting L in the natural way, and we refer to them as the subdiamonds of size k of A n .
Let q n be the probability that the random walk S goes through a diamond of size n without visiting L, namely
Let p k,n the probability that S visits a subdiamond A
It is easy to realise that this probability is independent of j 0 ∈ 1, s n−k . To perform the usual energy gain/entropy cost for the proof of our main result, we need the following estimate on the quantity p k,n : Lemma 3.1. As n → ∞, we have the equivalence:
Furthermore, as k → ∞ (and for any n > k), we have:
Proof. Plainly, the sequence (q n ) n 0 satisfies the following recursion:
with q 0 = 0. It is clear that q n → 1 as n → ∞. Note that p n := 1 − q n satisfies
with p 0 = 1. Using the same trick as for the proof of Theorem 2.2, we directly get that p n ∼ 2 (s−1)n . Then we have the equality:
Combining (3.13) and (3.9), we deduce (3.10).
Proof of Theorem 2.3. To prove Theorem 2.3, it is enough to show that, given β > 0, for
For h > h c (0), we then fix n large (depending on β, h) such that:
where for a random variable X, we write V (X) for the variance of X and log s (x) := log(x)/ log(s). 000 000 000 111 111 111 00 00 00 11 11 11
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Inside of the good diamond, Figure 2 . A graphical description of the set of trajectories Θ I N N : it is the set of trajectories hitting the wall L, which is depicted by a thick line, only within one ksubdiamond (here the filled k-diamonds) of every good n-diamond.
We fix N > n and we consider A an N -diamond. We say that the i-th n-subdiamond of A is good (for i ∈ 1; s N −n ) if
and it is said bad otherwise (where we recall that the partitions functions R
of the k-subdiamonds of A are defined in the recursion (1.2)). We denote by I N := {i 1 < i 2 < . . . < i |I N | } the set of good n-diamonds. Making use of Chebychev's inequality, we get:
Thanks to (3.15), the last quantity is smaller than 1/2, so that P[1 ∈ I N ] =: p good 1/2. The sequence (i j − i j−1 ) j 2 is iid with common law the law of a geometric random variable with parameter p good , so that by the law of large numbers, as N → ∞, the following convergence holds almost surely:
We denote by Θ I N N the set of trajectories of S in A that do not intersect L outside of good n-diamonds, and if they visit a good n-diamond, all the intersections to L in this n-diamond are performed inside of the same sub k-diamond. In the following, we write k j for the location of the sub k-diamond in the j-th good n-diamond visited by S ( we recall that the s n−k sub k-diamonds are numbered in the natural way), and we denote by l k j−1 ,k j the probability for the walk of leaving the k j−1 -th k-diamond of the j − 1-th good n-diamond and visiting the k j -th k-diamond of the j-th good n-diamond without visiting L between these two k-diamonds. Finally, we write J j for the location of the j-th good n-diamond. We refer to Figure 3 for a graphical description of the set Θ I N N . Denoting by R N (Λ) the partition function appearing in (1.5) for the trajectories of S restricted to a set of trajectories Λ, we have the inequality:
. . .
The following equality holds:
This implies:
because of the definition of a good n-diamond. From this last inequality, we deduce:
(3.22) Considering the limit when N goes to infinity, making use of (3.18) and of the law of large numbers, we get the following inequality:
p good s n [(n − k) log(s) − log(2) + log(r k ) + log(p k,n ) + log(q n )E[i 1 ]] . (3.23)
Considering k large enough, and then n large enough (in particular satisfying the condition (3.15)), we make use of Lemma 3.1 to deduce that there exists c ∈ (0, 1) which can be chosen arbitrarily close to 1 such that:
p good s n (n − k) log(s) − log(2) + log(r k ) + 2c[log(k) − log(n)] − 2 c(s − 1)
(3.24) Now we use the fact that p good > 1/2 and (3.14) to get that:
p good s n (n − k) log(s) − log(2) + 2c[log(k) − log(n)] + s k F (h)/2 − 4 c(s − 1)n , (3.25) and this last quantity is (strictly) positive for n large enough.
